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PRESS RELEASE
L2 Aviation Names Human Resource Veteran Warren Orr as Human
Resources Leader
New role increases L2 Aviation’s ability to focus on employee improvement by embracing a
people first strategy, improved organizational effectiveness, learning & development, and a
values-based work environment.

Austin, Texas: L2 Aviation, a leading supplier of global avionics services including engineering, parts,
certification, installation and manufacturing announced today a key addition to its management team
with the appointment of Warren Orr as Human Resources Leader. Mr. Orr will work closely with the CEO and
Leadership Team to assure the Company advances its business, brings in and retains top talent, and further
embeds its core values. Another essential goal for Mr. Orr is to design, implement and evaluate programs to
attract, retain, reward, and motivate top talent and top performance.
“I look forward to working to be a part of L2 Aviation’s continuing mindset of putting employees first, as well
as the growth and expansion of the value we bring to our world-wide customers”, said Orr. “In addition, I
am excited about the opportunity to gain a greater understanding of L2 Aviation, our pipeline and proud
legacy. I look forward to meeting and building a win-win relationship with each member of our L2 Aviation
Family.”
“Warren is an HR professional that will bring a laser focus to supporting our business plans, our talent needs,
and ensuring our company is aligned towards being employee attentive. He isn't just an educated HR guru,
he is also 'people person' who wants to be a key and accountable part of growing a fast-paced, highly
innovative, fun, and successful aviation company”, said Mark Lebovitz, Founder & CEO of L2 Aviation.
“Human Resources is critical as we advance L2 Aviation towards the post-pandemic new world, realizing
that our continued success is dependent upon being an exceptional employer. I have every confidence
that Warren, with the full support of our team, will be a well-timed and tremendously appreciated asset for
L2 Aviation as we become a more fully operational enterprise capable of launching disruptively innovative
services and products in ways that set new standards of excellence in our industry – pioneering pathways
for which there are no analogs. The scope of this aspiration requires exquisite talent management, and
Warren’s arrival, skills and dedication give me every confidence we are on track to meet the challenges
behind our opportunities.”
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About Warren Orr
Mr. Orr has been a senior Human Resources leader for over 25 years successfully building employee
relations. Prior to joining L2 Aviation, Mr. Orr was the Senior HRBP Director for Berry Aviation. His previous
experience includes Human Resources management positions with Hangar, Inc., Dell, Inc., IE Discovery, GO
Executive Solutions and IKEA, North America. Mr. Orr’s education includes a BA in Accounting/Finance from
Texas Lutheran College and an MBA in Finance from Webster University. He is also certified as a SPHR/PHR
professional and hold certification in Front Line Management from Zenger Miller.
About L2 Aviation
L2 Consulting Services, Inc., doing business as L2 Aviation, provides global aircraft modification support
services including avionics engineering, system design, repair, certification, kitting and installation for airline,
government, military and business aviation customers. L2 Aviation specializes in complex avionics solutions
and remote installations focused on reducing down-time and mitigating crew workload. L2 Aviation makes
great airplanes BETTER!
*For additional details please contact Desiree Eversole at +1 (512) 894-3414 ext. 333 or email
Eversole.Desiree@l2aviation.com. www.l2aviation.com.
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